The Dream Of The Dreamer

Song

Lyric by J. E. DEMPSEY.

Music by JOHANN C. SCHMID.

Andante maestoso.

The wanderer gazes, with longing eye, On the distant home lights
The home lights shine through the window pane, While the wintry winds blow

gleaming! His soul is filled with the passing joy, Of a stronger, But home, sweet home is a paradise, And the
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dream'er, idly dreaming! Through the shadow of years ill
dream'er dreams no longer. For his heart has, at last, found
spent, Comes a dream of sweet contentment.
rest, With the ones he loves the best.

Agitato.

For it seemed that he stood in his own cottage door, While a
And he smiles as he sits by his own fireside, While a

voice softly whispered "Jim!" And he
voice softly whispers "Jim!" Oh! how
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dreamed that his lips met the lips that were held up, A-
fondly his lips meet the lips that are held up, A-

waiting a kiss from him. Still dreaming, the coo of a
waiting a kiss from him. The innocent coo of his

baby he heard, Sweet joys of a home at
baby he hears, His sorrows and cares are
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last! But dreams come and go; he a-

 Though dreams come and go, he re-
wakened to know, The dream of the dreamer had passed.
joic-es to know, The dream of the dreamer came true, The dream, the dream of the dreamer came true.
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